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 This research of forecasting the most developed is the time series, which uses a quantitative approach to the 

 data of the past that made reference to forecasting the future. This experiment propose methods to complete 

 time series by reducing the PCA features and improvements Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN). 

 Where RBFNN is done by combining the functions of RBF and weighting function to produce optimal outcomes. 

 The weights are gotten from regression. Global-ridge regression adds a regulation to give the optimal parameters 

 that produce an optimal weights output. While the feature improvements by using PCA. In the application of 

 research on forecasting the data of SMEs that have a variable with a value of nonlinear show that the method 

 of incorporation RBFNN and global-ridge regression is called (GRNN) have more accurate results compared to 

 some of the methods shown in the value of MAPE, and MSE of all variables data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION This research base on the model-RBPNN PCA, PCA is used to

reduce the dimension input into some of the major components

of a smaller dimension. PCA algorithm designed to approximate

a pattern of data on high-dimensional space with sub low dimen-

sional space which spans the principal Eigen Vector of covariance

matrix data. In this way the data distribution can be expressed

and reconstructed with the principal eigenvectors and eigenvalues

vectors. The next major component of the PCA results are used

as input in to RBPNN. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is

a statistical method used in order to reduce the dimensions of the

input with the minimum loss of information. Some researchers

have combined PCA with neural network to reduce the input vari-

ables in forecasting problems. Parameters of input dimensions

are used to determine the best weight for modeling Radial Basis

Function Neural Network (RBFNN). RBFNN has the advantage

of the algorithm is simpler and faster computing when compared

with algorithms Backpropagation, recurrent and so forth. RBFNN

can use to establish a relationship noisy, interpolation, classifica-

tion and estimation functions.3�11

This study uses the modeling radial basis function has been

performed for time series data with activation function Gaus-

sian with the method of global ridge-regression neural network

(GRNN) with PCA combination, and while forecasting RBF

using forecasting methods of constructive learning and to esti-

mate the weight by the method global ridge-regression to the

value of the variant using three definitions, namely standard

Neural network is an approach used in the forecasting prob- 
lems. The objective of this study is to investigate the effects in 
the forecast performance. The ability of the neural network has 
advantages compared to the statistical models. The advantage 
is not troubled by the terms and able to predict in the period 
length of time. Some learning algorithms in neural networks

(Artificial Neural Network) developed for time series forecast- 
ing. One of them is using the radial basis functions or Radial 
Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN), is used for problem 
resolution time series forecasting and modeling, in addition to 
the RBF very well when used to solve the problems of non- 
stationary component and a non-linear. RBFNN work to generate 
matrix designs where the design matrix requires data input, cen- 
troid and activation function. While the activation functions are 
often used on RBFNN is Gaussian Activation Function, Cauchy 
and multi kuadratik.4�6 Design matrix generated by RBFNN is 
used to found parameter. Parameter estimation method used is 
the global ridge-regression method. As for the dimensions of the 
data used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical 
method used in order to reduce the dimensions of the input with 
the minimum loss of information. Some researchers have com- 
bined PCA with neural network. PCA can also be combined with 
neural network as input variables RBFNN to reduce the problem 
of forecasting.3�4 
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deviation, the average distance from the center of the cluster and

the maximum distance from the cluster center forecasting GRNN.

2. TIME SERIES PREDICTION AND

NEURAL NETWORKS
Forecasting time series is used to analyze the data a variable

observations were prepared following the time sequence. It is

very necessary, especially if we only have a data set of historical

data and do not understand the factors that affect the system. Var-

ious methods of forecasting has been widely used, and produce

a diverse accuracy. Attempts to get the most accurate in forecast-

ing continued. One of the efforts is by leveraging the capabilities

of the architecture and methods in the neural network. Elman

recurrent neural network in the neural network used in situations

when there is a connectedness data depends on the time. Recur-

rent neural network is a modification of the feed forward neural

network which is very popular, and appropriately used for fore-

casting time series.

As an illustration, FFNN architecture with one hidden layer

(hidden units) can be seen in Figure 1. Suppose the process of

m-variant {Zt} consists of and n observations. Model FFNN for

multivariate time series data of the response is as follows.

Y = bo+
q
∑

j=1

wo
j f

h
j �Xw

h
j +bh

j �+u (1)

With Yi, Matrix input Xi, vector of parameter wi, and vector

error u. Estimation of the model parameters is done with method

backpropagation. If Y is output data and f �X�w� is the output

of the model NN, then the parameter vector w estimated by min-

imizing the function

E�w�= �Y −f �X�w��′�Y −f �X�w�� (2)

as is done in a non-linear regression. To minimize the function

E(w), backpropagation method using a linear approximation of a

function of the error is

E�w+�w�≈ E�w�+�wlE′�w� (3)

Weights updated through

�w =−�E′�w�� � > 0 (4)

with � is a coefficient learning (learning rate).

Fig. 1. Architecture RBPNN.

3. PCA-RBPNN
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an analysis to reduce

dimensional variables in multivariable of data, data compression,

pattern recognition and statistical analysis. PCA process is used

to approximate original high-dimensional data space with lower

dimension in the sub space spanned by a principal eigenvector

of the covariance matrix data. In this way, the distribution of

the data can be represented and reconstructed with the Principal

Eigen Vectors and Eigen Values related. PCA goal is to reduce

the dimensions of the variable input data into the main compo-

nent of a smaller dimension with minimum information loss, in

which the main components are not correlated with each other.

Projections on the PCA is a representation of the data set X

in the form of orthonormal eigenvectors of the data covariance

matrix X. Covariance matrix is the correlation between the vari-

ables in the data set X. PCA is the process of getting orthonormal

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix as a base to be transformed

into the data space the new one. Eigenvectors can be regarded

as the original basis for the multi-dimensional data X. Largest

Eigen Value of the covariance matrix is the smallest correlation

between variables in the data space. Following PCA will seek

the projected variables that are not correlated.

The main component is a linear combination of Y1�Y2� � � � � Yp
uncorrelated with the largest variant. The first principal compo-

nent is a linear combination of a1’X with variants Var (a′
iX), the

largest in a1′a1 = 1 and the second main component is a1′X
linear combinations of the variants Var (a2′X), the largest in

a2′a2= 1 and Cov (a′
1X, a

′
2X�= 0. Since the i-th principal com-

ponent is a linear combination of the variants ai′X Var (a′
iX),

the largest in ai′ai = 1 and Covariant (a′
iX�a

′
kX� = 0, (k < i).

Projections on the PCA is a representation of the data set X in

the form orthonormal Eigen Vector of covariance matrix of data

X. Covariance matrix is the correlation between the variables in

the data set X. PCA is the process of getting orthonormal eigen-

vectors of the covariance matrix as a base to be transformed

into the data space the new one. With the principal compo-

nents analysis we would reduce the observational data into mul-

tiple sets of data so that information from all the data we can

absorb optimally. Thus the principal component analysis can be

viewed as the transformation of the X1�X2� � � � �Xp . For exam-

ple X1�X1� � � � �Xp has a variance-covariance matrix
∑ = �	2

ij�,

i = 1�2 � � � �p: j = 1�2� � � � �p and the 
 has eigen values �1 ≥
�2 ≥ � � �≥ �p ≥ 0.

The first Principal Component expressed by PC1 contains the

greatest amount of total variation of the data. PC1 as linear com-

binations of the variables Xi and PC1.

Xi� i = 1�2� � � � �p

PC1 = a11X1+a12X2+· · ·+a1pXp

(5)

where a1i selected, so as to maximize the ratio of variance PC1

to the total variance, with a barrier that
∑

a2
1i = 1.

The principal component regression formation through princi-

pal component analysis, there are two ways. First, the establish-

ment of the main components based on the covariance matrix.

Secondly, the formation of the main components is based on the

correlation matrix. Through the data source to be searched Xnxp

variance covariance matrix 
 where elements are

Sjk =
1

n−1

p
∑

j=1

�Xij −Xj ��Xik −Xk� (6)
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where covariance matrix is searched with Eigen Value �i i =
1�2� � � � �p, optimate determinan are calculated: �S−�iI � = 0.

Eigen Vectors calculated by an equation:

Sei = �iei where i = 1�2� � � � �p (7)

Projections on the PCA is a representation of the data set X

in the form orthonormal eigen vector of covariance matrix of

data X. covariance matrix is the correlation between the variables

in the data set X. PCA is the process of getting orthonormal

eigenvectors of the covariance matrix as a base to be transformed

into the data space the new one. Each group of data has a major

component, but the PCA will work well if the data group Gaus-

sian distribution. The PCA always use the form deviations of

the mean for any data has been reduced by the mean or often

referred to zero-mean. Zero mean probability distribution that

fully describe variants is a Gaussian distribution.10

3.1. The Hybrid PCA, SOM AND GRNN Methodology

Algorithm Self Organizing Map (SOM) is an artificial neural

network method introduced by Professor Teuvo Kohonen in the

1980s. The combination SOM with the model PCA-RBPNN is

clustering at the PCA to determine the most dominant major

components for each variable data. The main component pro-

duced by PCA will then be input SOM to determine the clus-

ter’s center and RBPNN input. Suppose X ∈ Rm× n known to

the data, the PCA process will produce major components Y ∈
Rr×m generated. SOM algorithm is used to partition Y become

r cluster.

Before the training of human resources, the element weight

vector is initialized random from center input. Each input y�t� is

initialized as weights randomly chosen as the center with the ini-

tialization sequence generated random permutation. Thus every

input elected as the center will be the Best Matching Unit (BMU)

early, then used to search for BMU on the next iteration. In the

Gaussian distance function using the input position and center

the randomnya sequence has been determined in the initializa-

tion phase center. In SOM training, the first time calculated the

Euclidean distance between dj the input vector y(t) and all the

weight vectors center mi(t) and then determined the winner unit c

with the closest weight vector of the input vector. Unit c winner

is determined by the following equation:8�12

c = argmin�dj dj = �y�t�−mt �t�� (8)

Vector weighs updated by the equation with rc position, cen-

ter position to the unit-it) learning rate, 	�t� the width of the

Gaussian function.

mi�t+1� =mi�t�+��t�hci�t��rc − ri���y�t�−mi�t�� (9)

SOM is a preprocessing process for the determination of the

initialization RBFNN center and the target of RBPNN. Suppose

that the initial data input is known X ∈ Rm× n, where m is

the dimension or variable and n is the number of data samples.

Since, The PCA process reduced the size of the input data and

produce variable Y ∈ Rr ×m, where r is the number of major

components. The main component of the PCA results clustering

and produces measuring c center and cluster size r× 1. Then C

and T used as initialization for RBPNN. Input data is a major

component PCA results with cumulative sufficient to explain the

overall diversity data of size r×m.

Mathematically, RBPNN with input vector x will produce the

actual value for i-th output neuron yai expressed as the following

equation:

y�i =
M
∑

k=1

wikhk�x�

hk�x� =
nk
∑

i=1

�i�x� cki�

=
nk
∑

i=1

�i��x−cki��� k = 1�2� � � � �M (10)

As for �i�·� is a kernel function that is generally Gaussian

kernel function

�i��x−cki�2�= exp

(

− �x−cki�22
	2
i

)

(11)

where 	i is the Gaussian kernel function parameters. The fastest

and simplest method for determination RBPNN spread by using

the election 	i given indimana 	i adalah parameter Kernel Gaus-

sian Function.

	 = dmax√
K

with dmax is the maximum Euclidean distance of a set of training

and K is the number a total of a set of training is the maximum

Euclidean Distance of a set of training and K is the number a

total of a set of training.7

3.2. Weighted on Ridge Regression Modeling

GRNN for Time Series

i=1 j=1

Network is statistical modeling to the data series. One form of 
neural network model of radial basis function network (RBF) 
called RBFNN. RBF model is comprised of input layer, hidden 
layer and output layer. While the input layer and hidden layer 
has a number of units that varied in many ways determine the 
number of units in the hidden layer, variant, weight, parame- 
ter estimates on neural network models and suitability criteria 
RBF models on modeling of time series data. In this work, we 
use a set of methodologies that can be used assessing statistical 
modeling for forecasting the RBF models and Using the global 
ridge-regression weighting algorithm output as a suitable can- 
didate on the model of RBF. Estimating the exact weight will 
produce output function with minimal error and will add a regu- 
larization parameter that is minimize SSE (sum of square error) 
to obtain the cost function Weight-decay together with the ridge 
regression. 

 p m 

 C = 
∑

�ŷ − f �xi��
2 + � 

∑ 
wj

2                              (12)

i=1 i=1

Global ridge-regression has one parameter for all base function, 
so we get the equation 

 p p 
 ∑ 

f �Xi�hj �Xi� + �wj = 
∑ 

yhˆ j�Xi�              (13)

Where m to the equation 1≤ j ≤m, that will generate weight.

In this study SOM clustering method is used as the center

of the selection procedure. So, the selection of the number of
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i=1 j=1

basis function (or unit hidden) RBF network used constructive 
learning. Global ridge-regression method is used to determine 
the weight of the coating. The relevance between the number of 
hidden units with the output from the criteria calculated MAPE, 
MAD and MSE. Rbf Design program used to generate the design 
matrix for RBFNN with the input, center, variance, type bias unit 
functions and options that remain. To get closer to the output 
data is actually used program ridge regression that can improve 
matching. Ridge regression or weight-decay has two forms of 
global ridge with a single parameter and local ridge with the 
parameter m to m base function. Optimal matching of data by 
preventing over-fitting by adding a positive regularization param- 
eter � on the SSE so that the resulting cost function as follows:

 p m 

 c = 
∑

�f �xi� − yi�
2 + � 

∑ 
wj

2

 (14)
Global ridge-regression produce optimal weight vector with the 
normal equation as follows:

 ŵ = �HT H + �Im�
−1HT y                       (15)

H is the matrix design, Y is the output vector with p rows and n 
columns (n is the dimension of the output space), l is the alleged 
value of regularization parameter positive �, options is the choice 
of the method used to forecast error on the test data and U are 
matrices penalty. Optimization is done using the initial allegation 
and one preferred method to minimize error in the validation data 
set in the future. Methods to minimize the error used to obtain 
optimal value of �.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
RBPNN is the initial process for determining the center and clus-

tering for each input yi . PCA-GRNN the model, the model used

Table I. Training results in a comparison test.

SME MAPE

RBPNN PCA-RBPNN PCA-GRNN RBPNN PCA-RBPNN PCA-GRNN

100 0�1452 0�0654 0�0354 0�0854 0�0754 0�0554

200 0�1742 0�2371 0�1371 0�2371 0�1371 0�1271

300 0�1908 0�2495 0�1249 0�3495 0�2495 0�1495

400 0�2020 0�2711 0�1212 0�3711 0�2711 0�1711

500 0�2357 0�4310 0�2310 0�4310 0�3310 0�2310

600 0�7939 0�6003 0�4003 0�6023 0�6003 0�5003

700 0�8163 0�7406 0�6406 0�9406 0�8406 0�7406

800 0�5388 0�4775 0�5775 0�9775 0�8775 0�7685

Mean 0�3871125 0�384063 0�2835 0�499313 0�422813 0�342938

Table II. Testing process results in a comparison test.

SME MAPE

Record data RBPNN PCA-RBPNN PCA-GRNN RBPNN PCA-RBPNN PCA-GRNN

100 0�1251 0�0854 0�0654 0�0754 0�0654 0�0454

150 0�1541 0�1371 0�1271 0�2171 0�1261 0�1162

250 0�1818 0�2295 0�1349 0�3495 0�2495 0�1394

350 0�2010 0�2561 0�1413 0�3711 0�2711 0�1632

450 0�2251 0�2315 0�2118 0�4310 0�3310 0�2210

550 0�7639 0�5002 0�4003 0�6023 0�6003 0�5403

600 0�7163 0�6404 0�5405 0�9406 0�8406 0�7241

700 0�8388 0�5785 0�5675 0�9775 0�8775 0�7585

Mean 0�4007 0�3323 0�2736 0�4955 0�4201 0�3385

for the determination of SOM clustering center and clustering

initialization input of RBPNN. In the process of SOM randomly

selected sequence initial center of the input vector yij as initial-

ization center. With a number 9 permutations of random sequence

initial center by random data sequence. Number of clusters is

determined by the amount of the main components resulting in

PCA. SOM end of the process will produce center (cij , i, j =
1�2) and clusters (T i, i = 1� � � � �N ) of the overall input data

RBPNN. Center CIJ and further T i cluster used as initialization

RBPNN center and the target for the prediction X competitive

layer. SOM average error is ≤0.1, with parameters ��t� with val-

ues 0≤ ��t�≤ 0�5. SOM clustering results with used as a center

for RBPNN initialization.

Data for the test model is a time series data availability of oil

in POM Gasoline Camplong in Pamekasan. Recording a report

on reservations, the number of sales, price, rate of price increases,

inventories, the number of buyers every day and so is a compo-

nent of the system is the most important information and basis

used by company managers. Due to this marketing managers can

find an important issue that is by analyzing it to identify the pat-

tern of fuel sales data. 7869 experimental data consists of data

points daily average of 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013. Based on

the measurement data of 2010–2013 there were nine parameter

measurements are contained in the original data measurement

x1� x2� � � � � x9. From the above explanation can be concluded that

despite the variable input has been reduced by the PCA which

led to the loss of some initial data information, but the predictive

ability for x1 and x2 with PCA-GRNN still accurate. From the

experimental results for GRNN input dimensions 9× 9 whereas

the PCA is able to be reduced to 9× 2. This will certainly also

resulted in the clustering process by SOM will be faster since

the size of the center will be a smaller size of 2× 2. This also

resulted in the first hidden layer structure on GRNN will be sim-

plified. Running time comparison results generated PCA with
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some other methods. At the trial stating the time required for

data extraction train, tUji stated time for extraction of test data

during the process of forecasting data measured at the time of

computation.

According to Tables I, II would be seen for a change of epoch

100 will get the smallest MSE value is MSE≤ 0, 1. It can be con-

cluded that the greater constraints epoch which included the value

of the error will be smaller. But this does not apply to the epoch

value ≥100 because when the epoch of 100 have got the smallest

error value, but if the epoch which included more than 100 then

the system will continue to process until it reaches a maximum

epoch but the resulting error will increase in size will simplify

Global Ridge-Regression Neural Network.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The linear combination GRNN models with the PCA and the

nonlinear ANN models are used jointly, aiming to capture dif-

ferent forms of relationship in the time series data. The hybrid

models takes advantage SOM for clustering, PCA and GRNN of

the unique strength of linear and nonlinear modeling. By testing

the scenario differences due to differences in the amount of data

teller training and testing it with more data than the greater the

resulting error. The different number of hidden neurons in each

variable initialization is also influenced by the weight of the SOM

competitive, where it is the number of neurons that lead to dif-

ferences in input current and the time of testing. Thus the weight

center in the second hidden layer RBPNN to ROLS will be much

more modest if compared with RBPNN, so that the process of

projection data or predictions will be much faster. Weights end

RBPNN center will be used for prediction in the sample and the

sample in the process of testing out RBPNN GRNN combination

with PCA model is the best model currently used for test data

by calculating the size of the error using the MSE.
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